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1 Introduction
In the past ten years of the Internet’s evolution, we have seen

a tremendous increase in complexity and processing power of
end-systems, leading to a higher level of collaboration and an
increase in the number of application-level services. The in-
creasing popularity of overlay networking is one manifestation
of this phenomenon. Overlay networks provide an opportunity
for end-systems to break free of their dependency on the stag-
nant native network and empowers them to overcome native
network limitations.

A surge in the number of overlay applications, or in the vol-
ume of traffic generated by them can have a significant impact
on the operation of the underlying native network. This is par-
ticularly true for performance- aware overlays that adapt their
functioning and routes based on measurements or estimates of
the state of the underlying native network. Such adaptation of-
ten involves the use of a routing protocol at the overlay layer
that competes with the routing protocol in use within the native
network.

In this position paper we consider a scenario where overlay
networks are deployed on top of a native network where both
network layers deploy a routing protocol. The routing proto-
cols may or may not have the same objectives. This can be gen-
eralized to more than two network layers in cases where over-
lay networks can be built on top of other overlay networks1.
Fig. 1 illustrates this general scenario. In the figure, the traffic
between nodes K and Q at the Overlay2 layer is determined
by routing at that layer, with traffic between each node being
relayed through nodes in Overlay1, with the path traversed by
each Overlay1 link determined by native IP routing protocols.

This position statement highlights the challenges in the de-
sign and operation of multi-layer routing in such networks and
summarizes research opportunities derived from these chal-
lenges.

2 Challenges
The multiple layer routing environment presents us with the

following challenges:

Functionality Overlap: In a multi-layer routing scenario,
each layer often conducts most of the standard routing func-
tions – like link verification, path computation, policy enforce-
ment, route optimization, topology design, load balancing –
causing a functionality overlap. Replicating the core functions
in multiple layers can lead to route flaps and suboptimal routes

∗This work was supported in part by NSF grant ANI-0240485.
1For instance, we can build an overlay on top of the Planetlab network[1],

which is in turn an overlay on top of the native Internet.
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Figure 1. Multiple Overlay Layers

(because each layer tends to undo the operations of the other
layer), wasteful efforts (caused by an unawareness of the ex-
act layer offering the best service for a particular scenario) and
undesired overhead.

It is sometimes argued that overlays are merely applications
and native networks have always been tuned to meet applica-
tion demands. As a result overlay networks do not represent
a fundamentally different paradigm. However, we argue here
that while overlays can architecturally be considered applica-
tions, they are quite different from normal applications, pre-
cisely because they act like networks and in many respects try
to mimic the functionality designed within the native network.

Coexistence and Resource Management: In the multiple-
layer environment, overlays compete for native network re-
sources with other overlays[2] (at the same or different level)
and with native traffic[3]. While sharing of network resources
among native flows has received significant attention in previ-
ous research, this multiple-layer environment is considerably
more complex. This is especially true because of the fact that
overlay layers are generally performance-aware and may de-
ploy routing protocols that attempt to improve performance as
network conditions change.

Mismatching Objective: A conflict in objective between the
individual routing layers and a misalignment of objective (be-
cause of varying parameters and environment) can exacerbate
the problems of network instability. For example, it has been
shown that the selfish behavior of overlay routing has signifi-
cant conflict with the traffic engineering efforts of the ISP[4, 5]
and with the enforcement of inter-domain policies[6].
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Unconstrained Overlay Design: Real networks are con-
strained by the real world, e.g., population centers, natural ob-
stacle, and national boundaries. Virtual overlay networks, on
the other hand, are unconstrained, and tend to admit more flex-
ible designs. Interestingly, the level of “freedom” increases as
we go higher up in level of virtualization. While this increased
design flexibility might sound like an advantage, it makes the
overlay network design problem fundamentally different from
the well-studied native network design problem. Additionally,
the flexibility is often an illusion, causing resource deficit and
performance deterioration for the overlay applications.

3 Research Opportunities
To address the research challenges discussed above, we en-

vision a research agenda revolving around the following re-
search opportunities:

Layer Aware Protocol Design: Much of the problems asso-
ciated with multi-layer routing can be addressed by designing
layer awareness in the routing protocols at all layers. It is easy
to argue that the overlay layer should be aware of the native
layer operations[7]. There is also strong evidence that the na-
tive layer itself also needs to be aware at least of the existence,
but preferably the operational details, of the overlay network.
In our previous work we have called such networks overlay-
friendly native networks[8].

We believe there is sufficient incentive for native and over-
lay layers to increase awareness of each other and to even
explicitly cooperate in their operations. It has been argued
that simple modifications to the native layer can achieve sub-
stantial improvement for the overlay application[9]. Similarly,
locality-awareness in P2P applications has been shown to re-
duce the stress on the ISP, thereby making it more willing to
support P2P traffic[10].

We believe there still remains many unanswered questions
about exactly how the interaction among the various routing
layers should be structured. In particular, it is really critical to
understand the tradeoffs introduced by such designs.

Virtual Network Assignment: As mentioned earlier, there is
potentially considerable flexibility in the design of an overlay
network topology. This design can in turn impact the routing
performance at the overlay and its interaction with routing in
other layers. We call the process of determining where an over-
lay will be deployed, within the resources of the underlying
network, the overlay network assignment (ONA) problem.

We envision that certain objectives will need to be met when
assigning overlay networks to underlying resources. For exam-
ple, the goal of the work in [11] is to balance the load imposed
on the native network. Other criteria can include the ability to
meet traffic demands, to provide a certain quality of service,
or to achieve a certain level of isolation among assigned over-
lay networks. Clearly, overlay routing and its interaction with
native routing will play an important role in determining ONA
solutions.

In general, ONA methods have to also address the issue of
overlay network reconfiguration. We expect this to be neces-
sary as underlying network conditions change due to changes
in native traffic, changes in overlay demands, including the

arrival or departure of entire overlay networks. The work in
[11, 12] provide potential starting points to understanding dy-
namic reconfiguration at the overlay layer.

As we see it, the assignment process is concerned with
providing a mapping between overlay network requirements
and underlying network resources. This mapping can then be
used to instantiate the overlay network, i.e., physically deploy
the network within the underlying network resources. Recent
efforts[13] have begun to address this important step.

Multi-layer Testbeds: In order for meaningful progress to be
made in our understanding of multi-layer routing, we need to
have a suitable testbed. The testbed should allow 1) easy cre-
ation and deletion of overlay networks, 2) control of routing
protocols and their parameters at multiple layers, 3) the ability
to create interfaces among the routing layers and among the
routing protocols within the same layer, 4) the ability to mea-
sure some form of user-perceived performance. It is important
for the testbed to allow the deployment of alternative scenarios
easily, including a benchmark “all-native” scenario.
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